廉價美物
十枝香煙
圖美一有含包每
財子夀香煙
GAS GIVES ITS HEAT IMMEDIATELY AND WITHOUT LABOUR, AND SO WITH GAS, COOKING IS A PLEASURABLE TASK WITH LUXURY AFTER IT.

AT NEW YEAR

MANY FRIENDS MUST BE VISITED; LUXURY IS THEREFORE A NECESSITY.

MANY FRIENDS VISIT YOU, AND TO HAVE A VARIETY OF WELL-COOKED FOOD TO OFFER THEM IS ALSO A NECESSITY.

A GAS COOKER

ENABLES YOU TO HAVE BOTH.

VISIT OUR SHOW ROOM AT THE MUNICIPAL OFFICES.

Meukow Brandy

Redfern and Brothers Ltd. present a "nima" bottle of Meukow Brandy. This brandy has been produced in France for over 100 years and is considered one of the finest in the world. It is made from a special blend of grapes and is aged for at least 12 years in oak barrels. The result is a smooth, rich, and aromatic spirit that is perfect for sipping or using in cocktails. Meukow Brandy is available in limited quantities, making it a rare and valuable addition to any collection. For more information, call United Engineers Limited at (Telephone: 27-09).
LONG ECONOMICAL LIFE

For SPEED...ECONOMY and LONG LIFE...

The Sleeve-valve engine...

WILLYS-KNIGHT 1½ TON TRUCK

MODEL V-150

LONG ECONOMICAL LIFE